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The Poor Printer and the him say, that you in younger days used to of .May, that one of the splendid steamers
Exclusive.
pound putty, and prime sashes, when un which ply between New York and Albany glisb. They were both surprised at the
appearance of Jane’s attire and thought it

On the fourth of July, 18—, Harriet cle R-------- - could not afford to hire help ; was crowded with beauty and fashion ; the was somewhat out of character with her cir
Lee might have been seen sitting on the you have not forgotten that my dear uncle passengers were amusing themselves by cumstances, but how much surprised were
Office on the Main-street-opposite the Meeting-House. sofa in her neat little parlor, in a house is a sash maker ; it is but a few years since
gazing on lhe romantic scenery which na they, when stepping into a carriage with
TERMS OE THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
situated in P. street, New York. The me he relinquished that business.’
ture had spread with lavish hands on both Jane and Eliza, they were driven to Jane’s
I wo dollars per annum, if paid within lhe year.—
4 Impudent creature, how dare you thus sides of the Hudson.
tropolis was alive with men, women and
At noon the bell former residence, and found her still the mis
Interest will he charged on all subscriptions which
insult me in my own house ?—your uncle rung to inform lhe passengers that dinner
children,
of
every
color,
class
and
creedtress and the Heiress, and learned the plot
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
old men, whose heads were whitened with is President of the Bank of —- ; and one was ready ; a rush was made to the table, by which she had tested her lovers. The
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
the snow of age—young men in the meri of the richest men in this wealthy metrop which was loaded with the richest luxu way Frederick cursed himself and bis for
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
dian
of manhood, unitedly and unani olis.’
ries the market afforded ; at the head sat a tune was not slow.”
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
4 Aunt, I do not intend to insult you, nor man somewhat advanced in life, the hand
mously
agreed to 44 drive dull care away,”
Girls you who possess money, make it a
any error iii any advertisement beyond the amount
and join the jubilee to celebrate the birth injure the feelings of my uncle ; you know of time had scattered a few grey hairs up point of finding out,'5' before the irrevocable
charged for its insertion.
day of American Independence. Ever and better than I do, that he shaved wood be on his head ; the next seat to him was oc knot is tied, whether you are loved for your
anon the bursting thunder of artillery seem fore he commenced shaving notes—yonder cupied by his wife : with an air of affected fortunes.—IV. F. Atlas.
Ml SCELL AN EO US.
which was dignity she looked towards the door, which
ed to shake tire island of Manhattan ; the stands lhe old frame buil.
at that moment was opened by the Captain
The Ship Charles.—The New Orleans
Valoe of*Character toYoimg carved eagle sat perched upon a pote*dT lib once his humble residence.’
4 Harriet you must quit my house immedi who politely requested the gentleman and Bee of the /th inst. confirms the melancholy
erty, and our star spangled banner became
iWen.
ately, and never dare to darken the door lady at the head of the table, to give up intelligence received here yesterday by the
the plaything of the balmy wind.
No young man who lias a just sense of
Whilst every American heart was brim again.’
their seats to the Hon. William Malcolm way of Washington in regard to ship
his own value, will sport with his own char ful of joy and gratitude, there were two
Poor Harriet’s feelings were wrought up and his lady ! If a voice from Heaven, in Charles, oi Bath.—-The Bee gives the par
acter. A watchful regard to his character generous hearted, noble minded individu to the pitch of excitement ; when her proud tones of thunder had spoken, they could ticulars as follows.
in early youth, will be of inconceivable val als bowed down with sorrow so pungent, and arrogant aunt spoke disrespectfully of not have been more surprised (han was
The Charles cleared on Tuesday, 1st in
ue to him in all the remaining yeais of his and disappointment so bitter, that the soul William, she introduced the sarcastic re Harriet’s uncle and aunt when they, in the stant, and went down to the Balizethe same
life. When tempted to deviate from strict stirring proceedings of the ever-to be-re marks which mortified the old woman’s presence of more than one hundred per evening, crossing the bar, and getting well
propriety of deportment, he should ask him membered fourth could not rise their droop pride. Until that morning she always sons, were obliged to make room for the into lhe Gulf on lhe morning following. On
self, Can I afford this ? Can I endure here ing spirits.
The persons alluded to are respected her aunt, but her tyranny com plebians they refused to associate with Friday morning, at an early hour, the Capt.
after to look back upon it ? It is of amaz Harriet and her suitor, William Malcolm. pletely changed her feelings.
ten years previous to that event; to this of the towboat Tiger noticed a vessel appar
*
*
*
*
ing worth to a young man to have a pure When the intelligent, patriotic, high-mind
proud pair of aristocrats the scene was ex ently steering for the south west Pass. On
mind, for this is the foundation of a pure ed William entered Harriet’s apartment,
On the 9th day of July, Mr. R--------- , tremely humiliating—-after all it was an hon nearing her he discovered that it was the
character. The mind, in order to be kept he was disappointed and surprised to see Harriet’s uncle, whilst perusing one of the or to sit by the side of this great self-made ship Charles. She was in the following
pure, must be employed on topics of thought the object of his love bathed in tears.— daily papers, discovered the following and man ; after the cloth was removed, a great condition : nearly all her sails were set, and
which are themselves lovely, chastened and “ Why do you weep my dear Harriet ?” read it aloud to his wife.
many apologies were made by the old couple. the jib, which was flying loose, appeared to
elevating. Thus the mind hath in its own enquired William, in a voice rich as mu
4 Married in this city, on the 8th inst., —They invited the honorable William Mal have been cut, probably to make an awn
power the election of its own themes of sic ; at the same time grasping affection by Rev. Mr. Chase, Mr. William Mal colm and his lady to call and see them ; ing for one of the boats.
meditation. If youth only knew how du ately her snowy tapering fingers, which colm, to Miss Harriet Lee, both of this they did so, and the old hypocrites strained
Not a solitary living being was on board.
rable and how dismal is the injury produced were ornamented with three costly rings, city.’—On the opposite page he saw a long every nerve to please the once poor printer On descending into the cabin, several bot
by the indulgence of degrading thoughts ; — the offerings which friendship and "respect editorial article respecting the wedding, the and his beautiful wife.
tles which had contained porter, and had
if they only realized how frightful were the had laid upon her fairy hand.
Harriet following is an extract :
William assumed the management of the had their necks knocked off, were found on
moral deformities'which a cherished habit of gently and gracefully raised her head,
4 Last evening in conformity with a po periodical spoken of in the commencement the table ; some of their contents had been
loose imagination produces on the soul— while the warm tears of grief flowed free
lite invitation, we attended a wedding par of this article; his labors were crowned with spilled, and lhe froth looked quite fresh.
they would shun (hem as the bite of a ser and fast from her dark hazel eyes, and
success ; at the close of the year he removed Every particle of luggage had disappeared.
pent. The power of books to excite the fell upon her fair cheek like dew drops ty ; every thing went off with great eclat ; to the south, the same success attended his Not a trunk, nor a bedstead, nor an article
the
cake,
coffee
and
wine,
were
excellent
;
imagination, is a fearful element of moral from a rose leaf. 11 What can I do,” con
the bride looked more like an angel than a lootsteps ; he rose in spite of the obstacles in of clothing, save an old pair of boots, was to
death, when employed in the service of tinued William, (t to tear away the dra
human being, her hair was smooth and his way to lhe honorable eminence he now be seen. The apparel and bedding of the
vice.
captain, crew, and passengers had entirely
pery which seems to mantle your tender dark as a raven’s wings, her mouth like occupies.
The cultivation of an amiable, elavated feelings in gloomy sorrow on this high and
disappeared.
blooming tul ips. The groom we are well
and growing heart, alive to all the beauties happy day ?” Harriet’s feelings were too
On examining the vessel’s deck, spots of
The Stratagem.
acquainted with ; he is a clever fellow ;
of nature, and all the sublimities of truth, big for utterance ; she could not vent her
blood
having the appearance of being recent
the wealth of intellect shone on his superb
441 really don’t know which I love best,”
invigorates the intellect; gives to the will, thoughts in words, so violent was the tem
forehead and a great soul looked through said Jane Manvers to her friend Marian ly shed, together with eight or ten hand
independence of baser passions ; and to the per of excitement by one who had broken
his calm blue eyes ; he is a talented author Werlwell, as she returned from a splendid spikes, were seen on lhe starboard side. On
affections that power of adhesion, to what up (he great deep of her heart.
Soon af of several splendid articles which have party, where she was the 44 admired of all the larboard was a small pool of blood run
ever is pure and good and grand, which is ter she was able to speak, she said she
appeared in our most popular periodicals. admirers,” 44 William Stanton or Frederick ning towards the scuppers, and on the same
adapted to lead out the whole nature of had just returned from a visit to her aunt
We understand he is about to assume the English. Out of a host of admirers that side on the outward part of the vessel, were
man into those scenes of action and im R------ , having paid her a visit for the pur
management of a periodical in this city. my fortune, now that I am an Heiress, has 8 stains of the sanguine fluid, which had ap
pression by which its energies may be pose of inviting her to attend an anticipat
May the sunlight of success beam upon his brought to my feet, I have selected them. parently flowed from some wounded person
most appropriately employed, and by ed wedding, which would probably take exertions.’
They are neither rich—both are filled with carried or forced over the ship’s side.
which its high destination may be most place in a few days.
The following is the official list of the
She described the
Patient reader, allow the author to di sentiments of honor, as far as expressions
effectually reached. The opportunities of interview she had with her aunt, it was as gress a few moments in order to lay be
passengers
: Don Juan Campa, a Spaniard;
and general conduct show. Both love me.
exciting these faculties in benevolent and follows:
fore you a brief history of tLe two pro Neither have expressed it in strong terms — Joseph Berniard, a Frenchman, a cooper
self denying efforts, for the welfare of our
When she had made known her errand, fessional men, and the merchant who was but either only wait for the necessary en by trade; Nicholas Da bon, an American or
fellow men, are so many and great, that it her aunt observed—
selected by Harriet’s aunt as a suitable couragement I am sure, to pop the question. naturalized citizen ; Robert Vesseron, from
is really worth while to live. The heart
‘ Is it possible that you, Harriet, have as companion for a young lady, occupying To either my fortune would be an advan Paris; Madame Widow Petit, from Bor
which is truly, evangelically benevolent, sumed the responsibility of pledging heart such a conspicuous stand in society as she tage.
They may—it is an ungenerous deaux, and two young ladies her daugh
may luxuriate in an age like ibis. The and hand to a man without soliciting my ad did. The physician was an inferior look thought, but I cannot help entertaining Jt, ters ; Pierre Guinberteau, a Frenchman,
promises of God are inexpressibly rich ; the vice ?’
ing man, rather ill formed and dwarfish. love my fortune and not me-. Do you stock maker; St. Hiberly, a Frenchman.
main tendencies of things so manifestly in
The following is a list of the crew :—
Harriet replied, ( when I first became He was round shouldered, small twinkling know, Marian, I have strong thoughts of
accordance with them ; the extent of moral acquainted with the man of my choice, I grey eyes, a heavy intellectual brow, and putting their love to the test r”
Capt. W. Gorham, jr. U. S.; Frederick
influence is so great, and the effects of its sought the advice of my mother, who hap mouth indicating eloquence. Notwithstand
Gorham, Maine ; Albert Danforth, Maine;
44 How can you do it ?”
employment so visible, that whoever aspires pened to be in the city at the time ; upon ing his personal appearance, he was esti44 I have thought of a way. You may David E. Baxter, Mass; James Nevil,
after benevolent action, and reaches forth to inquiry she discovered that my friend was timated and respected by a large acquain remember that I had a cousin who was sup Pennsylvania; Michael Pearce, R. Island ;
those things that remain for us in lhe true an honest and honorable man, and had no tance—he was a natural dwarf, but an posed to be lost at sea, and the property Pernel Bishop, Conn.; Richard Williams,
dignity of his nature, can find free scope for objection to my associating with him ; our intellectual giant—he was an ordinary look which has made a poor unnoticed girl so N. York; Darius Sewall, Maine; William
his intellect, and all inspiring themes for his friendship has ripened into love; we are ing man, but his brilliant talents won for much courted,was to be his, if he were living. Brown, James Mille, Chas. Drummond,
heart.
pledged to each other, and the wedding-day him an imperishable name on the page of
44 Yes, but you have had full and positive Defoir—no proof.
The Bee adds in a postscript, that, the
Let every young man determine never to is appointed.’
immortality — by marriage he connected proof of his decease.”
disqualify himself for this glorious field of
4 What is the gentleman’s name, Harri himself with a poor but honest family — he
44 I know it, but lhe world does not, nor day previous, 4‘ a meeting of the Council of
enterprise. He cannot afford it. His mor et ?’
has obtained a princely fortune since the can my two favored lovers be acquainted the Second Municipality was held, at which
al being may not thus waste its wealth.
4 His name is William Malcolm.’
band was riveted, and still lives to enjoy it with the fact. I therefore propose to state decisive measures were adopted for lhe dis
Whoever can consent to grovel, with such
4 Is he a Physician, or a Lawyer, or a with his amiable companion and beautiful in the papers that my cousin is not dead as covery of the clue to the dark transaction.
sublime and elevated objects gathered around Merchant, or a Minister—what is he ?’
children.
I supposed.—To give up for a time my The steamship Neptune was immediately
him, must be doomed to carry with him
4 He is a Journeyman Printer,’ replied
The lawyer was a tall graceful man, he splendid establishment and retire into com chartered to go on a cruise in the Gulf, and
that shameless sense of ignominious de Harriet.
had an eye of an eagle, was straight as a parative* poverty. It is said that Kings 60 able-bodied seamen engaged as her crew,
basement, which will sting like an adder.
4 A Journeyman Printer P exclaimed her pine and strong as a Hercules : a large and Heiresses rarely hear the truth from the fully armed and equipped; the whole under
Shun, as poison, every deleterious thought: aunt, with great emphasis. 4 Do you in pair of brown whiskers fringed his expres flatterers by whom they are surrounded. the command of Capt. Butler, harbor mas
seize intensely, joyously, every salutary im tend to disgrace your connections by mar sive countenance; no artist ever chisel This will at least test my friends. What ter of the Second Municipality. A large
number of citizens offered their services as
pression. Brace up the soul by all pure rying a man who picks up type for a liv led a better looking mouth than his —a think you of my plan ?”
volunteers, but the Neptune having her full
and generous motives in every purpose of ing ? You must be foolish, and your moth heavy mass of rich brown hair hung in
44 Excellent—try it, by all means.” .
complement,
the proffer was declined. We
benevolence and virtue; and amidst all this er must be mad to sanction your folly ; you clustering curls over his fine forehead.—
The idea was acted upon, and it was cu
lean not on your own resolves, but on the need not imagine, Miss, that I shall con He arose to eminence in his profession— rious to see how Jane’s admirers dropped have seldom beheld a more animated spec
supplies of Almighty Grace.
descend to mingle in the society of mechan the syren song of flattery was perpetually off one by one. Her lovers waited upon tacle than that witnessed at the departure of
ics ; you lack common sense or you would sung in his ear—one praised him because her at first in her retirement, and Jane was the Neptune.”
Her cargo consisted of 65,000 staves,
Apprentices.—When serving your ap not throw yourself away.’
of his eloquence, another alluded to his more puzzled than ever to know which to
70,000
feet of lumber, a lot of heading, &c.
prenliceships, you will have time and opHarriet again replied :
benevolence. At the age of twenty-five he choose. Frederick English’s visits in a
portunity to slock your minds with useful
4 William is respectable, industrious, and married lhe daughter of a rich merchant.
New Orleans, June 8, 1841__ Little
short time became more like angel’s—that is
knowledge.—The only way for a young man an economical man, and loves me.’
******
few and far between—while William Stan has transpired since to elucidate the myste
to prepare himself for future usefulness, is
4 It makes me think of casting pearls be
ry of the dark and bloody transaction on
Let us leap over a period of ten years. ton’s were constant.
to devote himself to study during his leis fore the swine,’ continued lhe old aristocrat. In yonder white frame house, in Centre
Upon one of them he said, 44 My dear board the ship Charles. The steam ship
ure hours. First, be industrious in your 1 You are a beautiful girl, your accomplish street, New-York, may be seen the wreck of Miss Manvers, I have known you long. In Savannah, which arrived here yesterday
business—never complain that you have to ments are superior to the attainments of a ruined man, his eyes are bloodshot, his the days of your prosperity—surrounded as from Texas, reports having been boarded
work; go to it with alacrity and cheerful most girls of your age—how can you so teeth yellow, his hand trembles, his face you were by many lovers who were affluent on the 6th by the Revenue Cutter Wood
ness, and it will become a habit which will lower yourself as to marry an illiterate me is red as the rising sun—he is a victim of I did not dare to disclose to you a passion bury. The cutter bad thoroughly examin
make you respected and beloved by your chanic ?’
intemperance—if, readers, you choose to which I had felt from the moment 1 knew ed the coast from the S. W. Pass to Vine
master or employer ; make it your business
4 My dear aunt, do you know that a look into his dwelling-house, you will find you, and which has grown and strengthen Island, without having made any discover
to see to and promote his interest ; by taking printing office is an Academy, where les it neatly furnished, and clean as a new pin ; ed with my acquaintance. Now that you ies.— Barrataria had likewise been closely
care of his, you will learn to take care of sons of useful knowledge are continually a pale female, plying that little polished are poor, like myself, the difference which inspected, with similar ill success. The
your own.
before the mind?—William is not an illit lance, the needle, attracts your attention— had hermetically sealed my lips from divul Savannah further reports having seen a sus
Young men at the present day are too erate wart, he is a self-taught classical she has seen better days; but now she ging my heart’s passion is removed. I am picious looking hermaphrodite brig, rakish
fond of getting rid of work ; they seek for scholar, and occupies a lofty place in the es earns a subsistence for herself; her unfor not affluent, but I can support you with re and sharp built, bugging the shore, in a
easy and lazy employments, and frequently timation of all who know him.’
tunate husband, and three little ones.
She spectability at least, and if you will accept strange direction. It seems to me probable
torn out to be poor miserable vagabonds.
4 I will pay the expenses of your wed is the wife of the talented and liberal law for your husband one who loves you devo that the pirates—if the deed is the act of pi
You must avoid all wishes to live without ding and give you a splendid set of furni yer, we spoke of a few seconds since ; the tedly, I do not think you will ever regret racy and not barbarity—have made lhe best
labor ; labor is a blessing instead of a curse ture, if you will try to forget him and take bewitching voice of flattery spoiled him, the hour that makes you mine. At least 1 of their way to the West Indies.
—it makes men healthy, it procures them my advice ; there is Squire------ , he thinks he mingled much in society, was a public will try never to give you cause.”
Two more expeditions have left this city
food, clothing, and every other necessary, a great deal of you
would you not like pet. His friends deemed it an honor to
441 believe you, dear William,” said Jane to explore Barrataria and the adjacent pla
and frees them from temptation to be dis to have him, or Doct.------ or Mr.------- , the drink a social glass with him ; thus he en 44 and if you will accept a beggar, for I am ces. Several individuals have been arrest
honest.—American Presbyterian.
ed at the Balize on suspicion of being im
merchant ? You can, I have no doubt, gendered an appetite, which like a serpent little better—”
marry either of these gentlemen, and thus imprisoned him in its folds ; his business
44 Say not so dearest—I cannot listen to plicated in this atrocious business.
Bunker Hill Monument.—Eight lay keep up the dignity of your family ?’
was neglected, his time misimproved, his such wrong even from your own lips.”
Rail-Road to Rochester, N. H.—The
ers of stone, says the Mercantile Journal,
4 Pa is a mechanic, and I am not too property worse than wasted, his intellect
44 Your fortunes will not suffer by the u- Portsmouth Journal states that a petition has
have been added to the Bunker Hill Monu proud to marry a mechanic,’ replied Harri blunted and his health destroyed.
nion.”
been presented to the Legislature of Newment this season,—each layer being two feet et.
The merchant was a hungry speculator ;
44 That they never can. When shall our Hampshire, for a charter for a Railroad from
eight inches in thickness, making an addi
4 Your father is my youngest brother ; he he committed forgery ; in Auburn prison marriage take place ?”
Rochester to Great Falls. By this road, when
tional height of twenty-one feet, four inches. is an extensive land holder ; how can you may be seen the man who was selected for
completed, lhe Rochester people may go to
44 Next week if you will.”
The Monument is now, consequently, up call him a mechanic ?’
Portsmouth in forty minutes, and then from
Harriet by her aunt ; fortunately he has no
44 At your lodgings here ?”
hours—making a
wards of one hundred feet in height, and it
41 have frequently heard him say,’ re wife nor children to mourn his fate.
44 No at the house of a friend. Call for Portsmouth to Boston in
cheap, quick and convenient way of travel
is rapidly increasing in altitude. We pre plied Harriet, 4 that he earned his farm by
We will now resume the narration of me and we will proceed together there.”
ling from Rochester to Boston, which will
dict that the 44 top-stone” will be laid, on or diligently using the saw, the broadaxe, and the poor printer’s history.
’Twas on a
At the day appointed William was in greatly accommodate a large population round
before the seventeenth of June, 1842.
the jack plain ; furthermore, I have heard bright and beautiful morning in thè month readiness
i
accompanied by Frederick En- the country back of Rochester,
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was declared, but several members began to larger provision for the object, from a res- him, at times before. He complained also
pee.table body of citizens of Pennsylvania, of that he himself, and his family had suffered
change their votes on both sides.
i in time past, from the ill behavior of these
Mr. Stanley of North Carolina, rose and de both political parties.
The motion to reconsider the vote adopt
The debate was continued, and assumed boys; and that they, with other bad boys
ing the rules and orders, with the exception nounced this practice as shameful. He said
of the 21st Rule, was taken up, and Mr. ! the House presented a spectacle that would something of a party character—one or two had long been engaged in annoying him
of the loco members disgracing themselves i and his family! Although the subject of
Wise resumed his speech in support of the disgust the country.
Mr. Wise and others called him perempto by ill-timed remarksand the most outrage- j this letter was painful to the feelings of
motion.
ous abuse of the lamented Harrison. The 1 a parent, there was nothing in it personMr. Wise, though in feeble health, spoke rily and angrily to order.
House adjourned before the discussion was ally disrespectful to Mr. Dennie, and it
Mr. Alford. Turn him out.
precisely six hours,—i. e. from 12 to 6 o’clock,
was entitled
finished,
' ‘ to respectful
u"‘ “notice.
..... ‘ Mr. Dennie
Mr. Stanley. Try it.
— without failing or faltering, or a moment’s
enquired of the boys that evening, respecting
Great disorder and greater anxiety prevail
relief. He went over the whole ground of
FRIDAY, JUNE 18.
the matter of Mr. Jellison’s letter ;. and ,they
Abolition, from the origin of the question, ed. At length, the vote still remaining un
I o 11 iiA that
ikaw were i«nnr*nt*nml
. J
Mr. Adams contended that by the recent idenied
that they
concerned i»k..
in the •inf.
Mr. Fillmore asked the cause of the
;
viewing it in all its different aspects,—as re- idecided,
resolutions adopted, the standing committees I mediate acts complained of. He waited un.
gards the domestic policy of the Slates, and :, unusual delay.
as regards federal relations.
|I The Speaker said it was owing to the vote heretofore appointed by the Speaker were I til the following Monday morning to call up.
CUJ, ithat
Uai)(if
them,
His speech was vehement and took strong being very close, and the number of changes not now in existence ; and that it would be j on Mr. J. with his sons, telling t..
ground, of course. He charged the speaker 1 made, Meanwhile, before the vote was de- necessary for the Speaker to re-appoint them. | he himself were satisfied, that they were i|le
with having so constituted the committees as j■ dared, Mr. Roosevelt, Mr. John Hastings, For his part he no longer considered himself perpetrators of the insult, he was determined
to give a preponderating influence to the Ji and two other Locos, came in, and there as a member of the committee on which he that they should make suitable apologies and
Eastern Section of the Union, and to that {! being no rule to prevent their voting, had been appointed. He considered it due reparation, admonishing them of their duty
iI though they were not within the bar, they to the consistency of the House itself for the ' in this respect.
quarter from which Abolition sprung.
They proceeded to Mr. Jellison’s house
In concluding he said, I never belonged to j! voted in the negative. The vote was Speaker to re-appoint, the committees, ayd
the nullification party, either of South Caro ultimately declared, yeas 106, nays 110—so, he for one wished to do away with the idea were received by him and invited into ¿s’
lina or Massachusetts. I occupy middle ; the House has now completed its disorganiza that the abolitionists had a disproportionate parlor. Mr. Jellison testifies, that Mr. Den.
number on them. Mr. A. concluded by of nie alluded to his letter, and also to one dated
ground between the two extremes, and there tion !
fering a resolution to the effect that the stand 6th of October, 1840, which contained, he
1 mean to stand forever, a Union man—bat
said, some expressions particularly offensive
ing committees be re-appointed.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16.
tling for the Constitution —for the compact
The Chair stated that in his opinion the in relation to his father and brother. It seems
Mi*. Stuart of Virginia brought forward a
that was made between our fathers. 1 in
voke the aid of gentlemen from every quar proposition this morning. He said his object standing committees heretofore appointed that a son of Mr. Dennie, one of these boys
with other boys, had infested Mr. J’s. jroi)|
ter of the Union
this was to propose
compromise,
in order to
en- were still in existence.
...... in the~ preservation
...............of
.........
f-r---- --a-----r ---- ...................
~ —
Mr. Adams then said, as the Chair consid steps, and while he was absent from home
cornpact. 1I do not say that, if you infringe | able the House to proceed with the business
upon it in this vital point, we will dissolve for which Congress was called. The only ered these committees as still in force, he, one evening, a domestic in his family threw
the Union,—I hold out no menaces in reply course was to agree to adjourn the questions Mr. A. desired to be excused from serving on some water upon them to drive them away.
to those hurled against us—but I say that if now in dispute till the next session. With the committee of Indian affairs. On motion Something had passed between Mr. J,and the
you break this constitutional compact be- ! that view lie offered a resolution providing he was excused accordingly.
defendant’s father and brother on the subject
tween the South and the North, the blood for the adoption of the rules of the last House
The House then resolved itself into a com and the defendant took exceptions to the con.
that will follow’ will be on your heads.
( for the present session, except so far as they mittee of the whole on the state of the Union, tents of the letter of the 6ch of October, 1840
When Mr. Wise sat down there was much are superseded by the rules reported from and resumed the consideration of the relief more particularly in reference to his father’
Mr. Jellison told the defendant that the
contention for the floor, which was obtained the committee on rules and adopted on Sat- of the widow of the late President.
by Mr. Botts of Virginia, who in the midst of urday, which are now confirmed as folMr. Adams had moved to fill up the blank throwing of waler in that instance was au
by inserting $25,000.
great confusion demanded the previous ques- I lows :
thorized by him ; and asked him to point out
tion.
*• Upon the presentation of petitions and
Mr? Gordon had moved to amend by insert the disrespectful language complained of, as
he was not aware there was any ; and that he
A call of the House was moved. After other papers on subjects not specially refer- ing $6,520.
some time, the main question was ordered to , red to the consideration of the House in the
Mr. Snyder having withdrawn his amend had not intended any. Then defendant ask
be put, “ shall the vote be reconsidered?”—I message of the President at the opening of ment in relation to the widow of Mr. Ogle, ed Mr. J. in reference to that transaction
and it was decided in the affirmative, yeas the present extra session, objection to the re had moved to amend by inserting “ the sum which of the boys he complained of?
To something which was slated by Mr. J,
106, nays 104.—The House awaited the re ception shall be laid upon the table. This of $1000, to be paid to Mrs. Harrison, as a
sult with intense anxiety. The annunciation rule to be considered only in foroe during gratuity, and during her life the sum of $500 in relation lo one of the boys, defendant re
plied, that the smallest boy had been at home
produced a deep sensation. Every one start the present session. Petitions and other pa- 1 every halfyear.”
ed up, anxious to know what was to be done pers for or against a brankrupt law to be exMr. Adams stated by way of explanation, all the week, and had been sick part of the
next. Mr. Botts asked the Chair, if the Com cepted from the operation of (his rule.”
that the late President had not drawn any lime. Mr. J. replied to him—“ Mr. Dennie,
that cannot be true and he says he was amittees which had been announced could now
Mr. Nisbet of Georgia, followed with an part of his salary before his death.
be re-organized. The Speaker would not earnest appeal in favor of a compromise on
The blank in the bill was then filled with bout to proceed and tell why it was not true
decide the question at this time.
the terms proposed. —He took his seat after $25,000, and the committee rose. The a- when before be had a chance to do so, the
Mr. Rayner then obtained the floor, and moving the previous question.
mendment was concurred in, yeas 119, nays defendant gave him a blow under his rMit
moved a substitute for the resolution just re
Mr. Rhett of South Carolina, warmly re 70, and the bill was ordered to be read a eye. It was so sudden and violent, tha” it
considered. The House is thus as far from sisted the proposition, though he said, he third time ; was read accordingly, and passed, paralysed his faculties for a few moments.
being organized as ever. The abolition ques was as little desirous as any one of prolong yeas 122, nays 66,
As soon, however, as he recovered his con
tion whenever it is alluded to, creates a tre ing the disorganization of the House.
sciousness, perceiving that both the defendmendous uproar in that body.
Mr. Brown of Pennsylvania, read his prop
ant and his sons were in a menacing attitude,
SATURDAY, JUNE 19.
osition. It was to adopt the rules of the last
The House took up for consideration the he started to the entry door to get his cane,'
TUESDAY, JUNE 15.
House with the exception of the 21st, and in petition heretofore presented by Mr. For- and not finding it, he took his umbrella. As
After another very laborious and agitating stead of that, to provide that no petition for nance of Pennsylvania, praying Congress to the defendant and his sons came from the
sitting, the House is left in a worse condition the abolition of slavery or the slave trade in revise the Tariff, at this session, with a view parlor, and were making towards him, he
than it was when it met this morning. The the States be received ; that no petition for to the protection of American industry ; and raised the umbrella, which defendant seized
resolution adopting the rules and governing the abolition of slavery in this District or any he had moved its reference to the Committee and wrenched from his hand—and he says
the action of the House was yesterday recon Territory of the United States be received, on Manufactures, with instruction to report a that the defendant and his sons attack
sidered ; and the result of to day’s proceed unless coming from the inhabitants thereof ; bill, in pursuance of the prayer of the peti ed him and gave him three blows in the face
ings was its final rejection—ayes 106, noes and that such petition be laid on the table tion.
which wounded him severely, and covered
110.
without consideration.
After some conversation and various mo Ijis face with blood. The struggle continued
Mr. Rayner of N. C. took the floor this
Mr. Alford of Georgia made a stirring ap tions, the petition was laid on the table, yeas until Mr. Jellisop’s family were alarmed, and
morning, to speak on the resolution for the peal to the true friends of the South to rally 130, nays 66—-a certain sign that the House came from the basement room in great terror
adoption of the rules, but the Speaker ap to her support, in Jhis hour of her trial. Now does not intend to go into the Tariff question, and called in persons passing in the street to
prized him that the previous question ap was the time to settle this question, and to generally, at this session. Moreover, it was his assistance, when the defendant and his
plied to the resolution, inasmuch as the re settle it forever. It was the question, and decided by the Speaker, that a tarifffor pro sons left the house.
consideration placed it in the same condition was paramount in importance to any other. tection is not within the scope of the Presi
This seems to have been the provocation at
in which it was prior to its adoption. Mr. What had been already done and said in res dent’s Message.
the time, although Mr. Dennie, in his affida
Wise contended against this decision, and pect to it was now thrilling through the
A resolution was offered calling for any vit, and both the sons in their testimony, de
the House reversed it; Mr. Rayner then spoke South, and would there absorb every other further information in possession of the Pres clare that Mr. Jellison said, in reply to defen
several hours against the exception of the question. The compromise secured nothing ident as to the cases of search, seizure and dant. “ whoever says that, is a malicious li
21st rule.
to the South. It only postponed the execu detention of American vessels by British ar,” or words to that effect. It does not seem
Mr. Morgan of New York moved the pre tion of the decree against her for a few cruisers, on the high seas, on pretence of sup probable that Mr. Jellison should have used
vious question, which would have been on months. At the next session that decree was pressing the slave trade, which lies over.
the expression—“ It is a malicious lie.” The
the adoption of the resolution which had been to be enforced, anil the constitutional rights
A resolution was also offered for an inquiry account Mr. Jellison gives of this interview
reconsidered. Mr. M. said he took strong of the South- were then to be trodden under into the proper means of preventing the rev appears to me to be both more natural and
exceptions to the remarks of the gentleman foot. He called the Southern members enue frauds complained of by the wool man consistent on his part ; and perhaps, if Mr.
from North Carolina, and also to those of whigs, democrats, state rights men, to meet ufacturers, which also lies over.
Dennie and his sons had not been at the time
Mr. Adams. Though his constituents advo the question now.
The States were called for petitions, and a under the influence of a feeling of resentment
cated the unrestricted right ot petition, not
Mr. Gentry of Tennessee spoke in favor of great number of Abolition petitions were pre ihey would not have taken Mr. Jellison’s
one of them would interfere with Southern the compromise, but avowed his determina sented by Mr. Adams, who briefly recited the words in a sense so offensive. Mr. J. said—
slavery, at any time ; certainly not for the tion to stand by the South, and to meet this contents of each petition. Mr. Wise was not “Mr. Dennie, that cannot be true.” No one
purpose of aiding the slaves to cut their mas question at the next session.
present, and therefore little notice was taken could fairly infer from that expression that
ter’s throats. Mr. Morgan adverted to the
After a very long debate on these topics, of the matter. The petitions went to the ta he meant to say that Mr. D. had uttered a
objects of this session—the relief expected Mr. Marshall and Mr. Stanley taunted Mr. ble under the rule.
falsehood or that he was a liar. He proba
by the country from Congress, and the loss Wise and other Southern Whigs with join
bly meant to be understood that Mr. D. had
of nearly three weeks of this session al ing with the Loco Focos on this question.
Municipal Court.—In this Court yester been misinformed ; and then the imputation
ready. He implored the House to fore They disdained any such aid or alliance in day, Judge Thacher was called upon to pro would fall upon the boys, and certainly not
go farther debate, and proceed to decide this support of Southern interests.
nounce a sentence in a case of great difficul on their father. Now the object of the visit
question.
Mr. Wise, in reply, dwelt upon the co ty and no little importance. James Dennie was to satisfy Mr. Jellison that these boys
As the previous question is debateable, so alition which had been formed, he said having been indicted for an assault on Zach were not engaged in the insult; and it belong
far as the applicability of the same is concern between Massachusetts and Kentucky—be ariah Jellison, on Tuesday entered a plea of ed to Mr. Dennie and to the boys to enter
ed under the common law of parliament, by tween the West and the East—the effects nolo contendere, and evidence was offered to calmly and peaceably upon the explanations
which the House, in the absence of rules, is of which had already been seen in the organ show the circumstances under which the as which were the object of the visit; for the
now governed, a long debate followed on this ization of the committees, and which were sault was committed. The Court was ad blow given had no tendency to prove the
question.
completely subversive of the rights of the dressed with much animation by Charles G. fact one way or the other.
Quite an altercation took place between South.
Loring, Esq. in favor of a mitigated sentence ;
It is undoubtedly true, that the complaints
Mr. Wise and Mr. Adams, but they were
In the course of the discussion, Mr. Cush and the Judge took time to consider. He of Mr. Jellison, of annoyances from bad boys
promptly arrested by the Chair. Mr. Adams ing called upon the administration party—and yesterday sentenced Mr. Dennie to two who infested his neighborhood were justjand
charged Mr. Wise wiih misrepresenting his he said he recognized but one administration months’ confinement in the common jail and there is no doubt in my mind that Mr. Den
course on abolition, accused him of dictating, party—the Tyler administration party—to stop to pay the costs of prosecution, fn regard to nie’s sons had been with them at times, as
last year, to the slave-holding Speaker, as to all these discussionsand to organize the House. the propriety of this sentence, it is not prop iMr. Jellison asserts. Whether they were en
what petitions he should receive under the If they did not do this speedily, they would er for us to offer any opinion ; but there can gaged with these boys at all times, and wheth
rule, &c. Mr. Wise denied the charge. Mr. be disgraced before the country, and would be no doubt that legal results like this more er iMr. Jellison may not have been under er
Adams reiterated it, and repeated the circum merit the fate of the rump parliament.
effectually prevent personal collisions between ror in fact as to partieular instances, it is not
stances—alleging that Mr. Wise assumed to
There was some sharp sparring between respectable men, than all the homilies that material now to settle. He is dear and deci
brow-beat the Speaker. Mr. Adams added Mr. Stanley and Mr. Wise, and also between are preached.—Boston Adv.
ded in his testimony as to their being present
in the same words that he used last winter, Mr. Stanley and his colleague, Mr. Rayner.
from time to time and engaged in acts of in
that he (Mr. Wise) now bore in triumph his
At length, after a call of the House, the
[reported for the boston atlas.]
sult.
tri-colored flag—the black stripe of slavery— main question was ordered to be put, and Mr.
COURT RECORD.
But, however, without enlarging on this
the blood-red of the duel list, and the dirty- Stuart’s proposition was adopted—yeas 119,
point, it is a well known and acknowledged
white of nullification. Under that flag he nays 103.
MUNICIPAL COURT-Thursday, June 17. principle of law, that words of reproach are
had rallied a majority of this House.
Commonwealth, vs. James Dennie.
no justification for an assault, though they
Mr. Wise remarked that the gentleman
THURSDAY, JUNE 17.
THE SENTENCE.
may properly enter into the consideration of
from Massachusetts appeared to consider him
Mr. Sergeant offered a resolution fixing the
Mr. Dennie having pleaded guility to an the Court in passing sentence for the offence.
as an enemy. I declare said Mr. Wise, that hour for the daily meeting of the House at 10 indictment, for an assault upon Zachariah But I am not satisfied that anything was said
I entertain none but friendly feelings toward o’clock. The rules were suspended to re Jellison, Esq. and an argument having been by Mr. Jellison which ought to have given
him.
ceive this resolution, and it was adopted by heard upon Tuesday, P. M. in extenuation, offence. The assault was suddenly made
“ Yes,” exclaimed Mr. Adams, “ such feel a large majority. This looks as if the House came in this morning for sentence. Before and before time had elapsed for enquiry or
ings as you had toward Cilley—you cried was determined at last, to proceed to busi proceeding to pronounce sentence, His Hon explanation on either side. The children
over him after he was dead.” Loud cries ness in earnest.
or, Judge Thacher, remarked as follows:
should have been permitted to excuse or jus
of “ order.”
A resolution for a Committee to inquire in
“ The defendant stands convicted by his tify their conduct to a man who had been in
I never saw Mr. Adams so much excited to the waste of Stationery by the House, was own confession, upon record, of an assault sulted and annoyed and called after in the
before—nor so exceedingly violent, bitter adopted, with various amendments embracing and battery upon the person of Zachariah street with opprobrious language by them, or
and discourteous.
other enquiries.
Jellison, in his dwelling house, It was done by other boys, who were or had been their
PROVISION FOR GEN. HARRISON’S FAMILY.
It was the interference of Mr. Wise with
by him in the presence of two of his sons, companions. And until the cup of concilia
some abolition petitions last session, that
Mr. Adams, on the part of the select com they assisting their father and joining with tion had been drained, and there was no hope
caused Mr. Adams’s hostility toward him, mittee on the demise of President Harrison, him in that unlawful act. Mr. Dennie has of a return of amicable feelings, there was
which soon broke out in that splendid but moved that the House go into committee of been fully heard in extenuation. If the ques nothing to excuse a forcible attack by Mrbitter invective that he delivered against Mr. the whole, upon the bill for the relief of Gen. tion of fact had been to be settled by the Ju Dennie on the person of Mr. Jellison.
Wise last winter.
Harrison’s family. The bill was then taken ry, the evidence would have been confined
Mr. Dennie went with his sons to the house
After a long squabble—for I can’t call it up. Mr. Adams moved to fill the blank with to the immediate transaction, that they might of Jellison, and there assaulted him and
any thing else—Mr. Rayner offered to amend $25.000. He said there was some difference not be misled by matter not pertinent to the wounded him severely, and the unequal strug
the resolution by striking out all after the of opinion in the committee as to the sum— issue.— But in a hearing before the Court, in gle was continued in the presence of the la
word resolved, and inserting a provision that many being for a larger sum. There were mitigation, there is not the same danger, and dies of his family. Had it terminated fatally
the rules and orders of the last House be a- precedents for granting to the family of a de great indulgence is allowed. I regret to say for Mr. J., the defendant would have been
dopted ; that the committees appointed un ceased officer his salary to the end of the that I have heard but little, which, in a legal without excuse or justification. If he was in
der the resolution be confirmed ; and that year. Gen. Harrison, after a long career of view, extenuates the defendant’s offence. such a stale of feeling as to be unable to con
the committee on rules be instructed to revise public service, died poor,—a circumstance For we must confine ourselves to the act trol himself under any new circumstances of
the same.
affording strong presumption that he lived done and to the immediate grounds of ex provocation, it was a great error in him to en
This was rejected. The next proposition pure. The expenses attending his position cuse, and not be influenced by old griefs ter the house of Mr. Jellison, who was, I
was drawn by Mr. Wise ; it was to amend by as a candidate for the highest public honor, real or imaginary, which might have existed think, justly complaining of insults from these
substituting a resolution that the rules of the were necessarily very heavy, as were the between the parties.
| boys. It was undoubtedly an evil example
last House be adopted until farther provision expenses consequent upon his election, and
i itf
H t' I)H*
But if anything was done by Mr. J. to pro- !‘ tn
to children,
who stand in i-iMM/l
need ofC constant
pabe made ; and that the House proceed to e- removal to this city. The citizens of Charles voke the assault, it should avail the defend- , rental advice, aided by the force of good
lect a committee on rules, by ballot, whose ton, and many other enlightened communi ant; because the law respects human infir- example, to learn the difficult lesson of
duty it shall be to revise the same. This, too, ties, had petitioned Congress to make this mity, although one of its great objects is to discipline and government. Let me add too,
was lost.
provision, and the public press had warmly restrain human passion. What had Mr. J. that our houses are to be regarded as castles
At last, the previous question was ordered urged it upon us, as the general wish of the done to provoke or excite this attack? On from
'
the wrong doer, and...
also to be consider
on the main proposition—viz. the original people. He trusted it would be unnecessary Saturday evening, of the 24th April, he sent ed as a sacred asylum from scenes of violence.
resolution of Mr. Wise, as amended by ex to dwell upon the subject.
a letter to the defendant, complaining that he
_____ t.........
„ Judge sentenced
__ —the
- defenThereupon
the
cepting the 21st rule.
Mr. Cooper of Pennsylvania supported the had been grossly insulted in the street by his dant to confinement for two calendar mouths
The vote stood a tie at one time, before it bill, and presented a memorial asking for a sons, and that they had repeatedly insulted in the county Jail, and to pay all costs.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.

EXTRA SESSION.
IN SENATE.
MONDAY, JUNE 14.
No business of importance was transacted.
Various calls for information upon the de
partments, were made, and resolutions of en
quiry by committees adopted.
The debate on the McLeod case was con
tinued by Mr. Preston who defended the
views and course of the administration on
that subject ; and by Mr. Benton, who op
posed them.

TUESDAY, JUNE 15.

Thomas Allen, editor of the Madisonian,
was elected printer to the Senate after three
ballots. No other person was named but
himself, but there not having been a majority
of votes cast on the first two ballots, he was
balloted for a‘ third time, when a quorum
voted. The opposition members refused to
vote, on the ground that they had elected
Blair & Rives at the last Congress, and con
sidering them printers, they could not con
sistently vote for any body else.
THE m’lEOD AFFAIR.
Mr. Buchanan commenced by reviewing
the arguments of the four Senators who had
spoken in reply to him, viz : Messrs. Rives,
Choate, Huntington and Preston. Mr. B.
dwelt for some time on the menace contain
ed in the language of the British Govern
ment, whirl» he read portions of the letter of
Mr. Fox to prove.
Mr. Clay said long before he had seen the
letter of Mr. Fox he had expressed the opin
ion that McLeod was not amenable to any
law of the State. He (Mr. C>) did not stand
there in defence of the act; it was illegal, un
just, wicked ami diabolical, but nevertheless
a public act of war ; not declared it was true,
but not the less so on that account ; and the
man was no more responsibile in his individ
ual capacity than the bayonets or cannon or
any other instruments used. He said that
every feeling of pride should induce us to
look beyond the mere petty malefactor
to the master—to the director of the move
ment. Mr. Clay denied that there was
any threat implied in the correspondence ;
they used the word “ entreat.” Was that a
threat ? “ Her Majesty’s Government en
treat the President of the United States to re
flect upon the consequences that must ensue.”
There was no departure from the law of di
plomacy in this language. He would ven
ture to affirm that in the whole history of di
plomacy there could not be found language
of more humble, disgraceful propitiation than
that used by Mr. Van Buren, in holding out
to the British Government that the new Ad
ministration would be more friendly than
that which had preceded it. Here Mr. Clay
alluded to the diplomatic language which
led to the monopoly of the West India trade
by England. Whence was this sudden war
spirit blown up ? why have gentlemen sud
denly and all at once felt this indignation at
the proud and haughty mistress of the sea ?
Why, I ask, should they, at the moment
when they have lost power, seek to inflame,
to agitate, and to get up a war spirit in the
country ? Is it because having lost power in
peace they seek to gain it in war ?
The motion to refer was adopted, and the
committee on foreign affairs has this subject
under its control.
wednesday, JUNE 16.
A memorial was presented by Mr. Porter,
from citizens of Cass county, in Michigan,
asking that the family of the late President
may receive one year’s salary. Also, one by
Mr. Buchanan from the widows of revolu
tionary soldiers, showing the penury and
misery to which they would be subjected if
the pension laws of 1838 should be repealed
—and praying that no such change might be
made. There were also memorials asking
for indemnification for French spoliations
prior to the year 1800.
Mr. Woodbury spoke on the motion to
print an extra number of the Report of the
Secretary of the Treasury on the Finances.
Mr. Woodbury commented, at great length,
on the doctrines and details of the report, and
when he had concluded, Mr. Evans rose to
reply, but the Senate went into Executive
business. Some nominations were sent in.
THURSDAY, JUNE 17.
The debate on the motion to print 1,500
extra copies of the Secretary of the Treasu
ry’s Report was continued.
Mr. Evans addressed the Senate at some
length on this subject, in reply to the remarks
of Mr. Woodbury yesterday, and in an able
manner investigated the state of the Treasu
ry, showing the mismanagement of the late
Administration.
Mr. Evans, by his talents and experience,
is eminently qualified for the high responsi
bilities of his station in the Senate of the United States.—No man in that body better
understands the state of the National finances,
or is more capable of analyzing a financial
report with clearness than he. Mr. Wood
bury, who the day before thought his day
of triumph had come, felt to-day a “ ter
rible tractoration.” Mr. Wright, of NewYork, confessed the “ability and force” of
Mr. Evans.
The Senate afterwards went into Execu
tive Session.
FRIDAY, JUNE 18.

The Senate was engaged nearly the whole
day in a debate on a report of the Secretary
of the Treasury.
Mr. Wright having been interrupted yes
terday by a motion to go into Executive Ses
sion resumed his remarks, with a view of
showing that the report was fallacious in its
reasoning, and that its statements were not
founded in fact. Mr. Woodbury also con
tributed his quota to prove the same thing,
and as usual dealt out whole wagon loads of
figures.
Mr. Evans rose in reply. He did not con
ceive that the attempts made by the Sena
tor from New Hampshire, to clear the con
duct of the late Administration, and to ob
scure the report of the present Secretary,
were successful. Taking the expenditures of
the year at 20 millions, the sum admitted by
the Senator to be reasonable, what will be
the whole receipts ? They amount to only
fourteen millions and a fraction. And this
was an estimate which looked to no new ap
propriations, yet here is a deficiency of several millions.
He pointed out. also, a discrepancy in the
estimates of Mr. Wright.
On motion of Mr. Calhoun the Senate ad
journed until Monday.

MONDAY, JUNE 14.

money which he receives from the people
Further of the Ship Charles.-—The
OB1TUARV.
in his capacity of a public servant for the ad schooner Ann, of Portsmouth, Captain Shef
------------- 'OOO------------field, has arrived at Charleston, S. C., having
vancement
of
partizan
interests.
DIED
—
In
Kennebunk-port,
Monday last, »r. S. O. Hichardson’s Sher
SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1841.
on board Captain Gorham, late of the ship Mary A dams, daughter of Mr. Ion
ssachar Wells,
In these views, it is believed, a vast major Charles, and his crew. The story that the
ry Wine Bitters
Proscription.—One would hardly sup ity of the people of all parties coincide. The Captain tells, is that three days out from New aged 7 months.
RE the only sure remedy for Dyspepsia
In Havana, of yellow fever, recently, Mr. Ja
pose that the opponents to the present ad office-holders under the late administration Orleans, the ship springing a leak, he put cob Emery, of this town, one of the crew of the
and Jaundice that has ever been discov
ered—and their general use for 32 years, with
ministration were members of that party by ’ were the leaders of the party, They figured back. There was at that time two feet and brig Swiss Boy.
a half of water in the hold, the crew were
In Eliot, 8th inst, Mr. Ivory Shapleigh, aged recommendations from the most eminent of
whom “ proscription for opinion’s sake” was !on Committees, at Conventions and were a- exhausted
with pumping, the passengers 41 years.
the Medical Faculty, and editorial notices
i _ ___
j__ laborers
_______in
: „ the
. 1. „ were alarmed, and after consultation insisted
introduced into our domestic policy, openly !rnong’_.the
most. active out-door
In Great Falls, (Somersworth,) Ann Eliza from the Boston Morning Post, Boston Daily
beth.
daughter
of
Mr,
William
Ham,
aged
4
years
practiced and unblushingly defended. It can cause. When a man became an office-hol upon being put on board the Louis XIV.,
Mail, Plymouth Memorial, Amoskeag Repre
and 6 months.
sentative, Barnstable Patriot, Essex Banner,
hardly be believed that those who are now der, he was expected to become a zealous then a short distance from the Charles, bound
Drowned, in Kennebunk-port, on Sunday last, Haverhill Gazette, Lowell Patriot, Bunker
so vehement in their accusations against the partizan—liberal with “ time and money.” to Havre.
At nine o’clock on the morning of the 4th Israel Currier, aged 18 years, son of Mr. Ed Hill Aurora, Charlestown, Portsmouth Ga
administration for using the “ proscriptive All this was unusual, contrary to the spirit day, this change was completed, the passen mund Currier.—This young man, in company zette, N. IL, Dover Gazette, N. H., Northern
axe”—removing “ old soldiers, the infirm and of the government, and the people have con gers, &c., all having been removed. By this with another person, went into the river to bathe, Star, R. I., Lincoln Telegraph, Me., Newnotwithstauding he could swim, the cramp York Evening Signal, &c. must assure the
time the crew had become alarmed, and in and
the poor”—are the same persons who justi- demned ...
it. -----In effecting
u
a reform, one step sisted
took him, and he sunk to rise no more. The per
upon abandoning the ship Charles, son
in company with him endeavored to assist afflicted that they possess wonderful merit.
fied the general sweep which was made by ' ¡Sj remove those who have so offended — which they did, and went on board the Lou
THEY GIVE LIFE, ELASTICITY AND VIGOR
him, but in vain.
Andrew Jackson,who proscribed almost every another,
■
to discontinue the practices com is. On the morning of the 10th, the schr.
to the viscera, promote the peristaltic action,
officer who had dared to vote against him or ,plained of, and a third, to carry out the doc Ann, bound for Portsmouth, was spoken, and
cleanse the stomach and bowels from un
SHIP NEWS.
the captain and crew went on board of the
healthy accumulations, and purify and enliv
disapprove a measure of his administration, trine
,
of “rotation in office.”
schooner, the passengers of the Charles con
en the blood in the most thorough and effec
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 26, 1841.
or even to remain neutral during our political
It is very doubtful whether the opposition tinuing their voyage to France in the Louis.
tual manner.
contests, and gave their places to his zealous ,succeed in making capital out of their ani
ARRIVED.
The Captain of the Charles has a certifi
They are the most certain remedy for all
June
23
—
Sch.
Moro,
Mitchell,
Boston.
partizans—the record of whose proscriptive madversions upon this topic. They come cate, purporting to be signed by his passen
those prevalent Diseases called Dyspepsia,
MEMORANDA.
Jaundice, Liver Complaints, Heartburn, Diz
acts during the first year of his administration with an ill grace from them. The practices gers on board the Louis, on the 10th of June,
Ar. at N. Orleans, 9th, ship Berwick, Harding,
ziness, Headache, Wandering or Settled
is without a parallel in our history and will of the public servants, during the last twelve which sets forth that he did not abandon his Liverpool, 17th April.
Pains, Sinking Faintness, Sour Stomach, Loss
ship until he found it impossible to save her :
Towed to sea, 8th, ship Propontis.
ever form one ol its darkest and most dis years, in this respect, have been strongly rep and according to the statement made by the
In port, 12th, Finland, Nason, for Europe, Idg.; of Appetite, Weakness of the Limbs, Nervous
gusting pages. Then it was that meritorious 'robated by a large portion of the friends of Captain and crew of the Charles, the passen Zotoff, Bordeaux, do.; Nimrod, Chadbourne, Debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all Diseases
men, who had served their country in its |the administration during that time, and there gers were put on board on the 4th of June. Bremen, do. Adv. ship Clinton, Little, for-Bos caused by an unhealthy state of the Stomach
and Bowels.
hour of need, who had been reduced to pov are very few of any party who are not| only On the other hand, the New Orleans Bulletin ton with despatch, ready to receive freight.
Ar. at Liverpool, 3d inst. ship Abbot Lord,
states that the Louis was overhauled by the
They are the unrivalled and efficacious
erty by sheer misfortune, or who could not .willing, but anxious, to see a new order of steamer Neptune, between the 7th and 10th ; Nowell, New-Orleans. Cid. 23d ult. Lucy, Mur compound of a
phy,
Boston.
Adv.
4th
inst.
Marcia-Cleaves,
for
engage in laborious occupations in conse things introduced.
(C/^REGULAR PHYSICIAN,-/^)
***
butthat none of the passengers of the Henry
with despatch.
and Graduate of the
quence of their infirmities, and who had been
(meaning the Charles,) were on board. Oth New-York,
At Cronstadt, 22d ult. brig Lima, Nason, just
NEW-HAMPSHIRE MEDICAL COLLEGE,
(t/^William Simmons has been tried, dur er papers speak of the cruise of the Neptune ar.
appointed to unimportant offices under the
who has made the study of Medicine his pro
without
mentioning
the
Louis
at
all.
There
ing
the
present
week,
before
the
Supreme
Ju

Cid.
at
New-Orleans,
8th,
ship
Propontis,
Government, in compliance with the general '
is a great deal in this matter yet, which re Wise, Hull. Adv. sch. Elizabeth, Merrill, for fession.
Court now sitting in Boston, for the quires rigorous sifting.
wish and as an act of benevolence, were heart- dicial
'
Being composed entirely of vegetables, they
Boston, with despatch.
lessly hurled from their places, and, in reply to murder of Charles Reed, in that city, last
Meanwhile the character of this Captain
At Ponce, 3d, brig Eveline, Gould, for this are of such a nature that they may be taken
for any length of time by invalids of any age,
The Jury brought in a verdict of “not Gorham is getting considerable of a shaking. port, 10.
appeals in their behalf, received from the spring.
1
At Havana, 6th, Diantha, Shoroy, ft. or char. ; without injuring the system or exposing it to
The Evening Post and the Journal of Com
government organ the chaste and comforting guilty of murder, but guilty of manslaughter !’’ merce give the following paragraphs, which Bohemia, Nason, from Gibraltar, just ar. ; brigs take cold.
counsel, “ Root, hog, or die.” Then we were He was sentenced to five days solitary con awaken suspicions both of the character of Swiss-Boy, Blaisdell, for Cronstadt, unc. ; Ha
BEWARE OF PEDLERS !!
Gillpatrick, New-York, 4 or 5.
The genuine article cannot be obtained of
told that it was right and proper,—that finement and 10 years hard labor in the »State Gorham, and that of the schooner Ann, and vana,
Cid. at Boston, 18th, ship Oakland, Barry,
them on any pretence whatever.
her captain and crew. Under present cir James River. Sld.22d.
the administration owed it to itself and the Prison.
I NEVER EMPLOY THEM,
cumstances,
it
is
considered
by
some
more
people,—to commit the offices in its gift to the
NOR ALLOW THEM 1’0 SELL MY MEDI
APPOINTMENTS.
than probable that the Ann is a pirate, and
CINES !
keeping of political friends, and in order to ef
PROBATE NOTICE.
J. Jameson, to be Post-Master at Cornish- that the passengers of the Charles have had
And all Bitters, put up in phials or small
fect this, the removal of opponents and the ap ville, in this county, in place of John O’Bri some foul play dealt to ,them. The certifi
round bottles, purporting to be mine,
pointment of partizans was justifiable, ex en, jr. removed. Charles O. Clark, to be cate, however, unless it be a forgery, would At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, with
ARE RANK COUNTERFEITS.
in and,for the County of York, on the hrst
do
away
with
any
suspicions
of
this
nature.
pedient, democratic, Jeffersonian.
As some are base enough to fill the empty
Monday of June, in the year of our Eord
Post-Master at York, in place of Solomon
The Ann reports that on the 15th inst. in
The now dominant party disapproved this Brooks, removed.
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon. bottles with their stuff, and thus deceive the
lat. 33 15, Ion. 75 40, Capt. Gary, late Cap
unwary, and some have attempted an imita
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
proscriptive policy—condemned it as unjust,
tain
of
said
schooner,
and
a
passenger
named
The 11 North Effingham” Post Office, in
N the petition of OLIVE STORER, tion of inv Bitters in papers,
Delano, were struck by lightning, and instant
anti-republican, corrupting in its tendency.
Effingham, Carroll co., N. H. has been dis ly killed, and all hands stunned, it also shiv
ad min istratrix of the estate of Jotham BE CAREFUL OF WHOM YOU PUR
They do so still. The prosperity of our
CHASE 1
Storer, late of Sanford, in said county, deceas
continued. There is only one Post Office in ered the main-mast and main top mast of the
In consequence of these attempts at impo
country has doubtless been materially check
ed,
representing
that
the
personal
estate
of
Ann,
and
did
other
damage.
that town now. Isaac Lord, Esq. has been
I have been at great expense in having
ed by the financial schemes of the late ad
“ This name of“ Capt. Win. Gorham, jr.” said deceased, is not sufficient to pay the just sition,
new
directions
and wrappers, and in future
appointed Post-Master.
debts
which
he
owed
at
the
time
of
his
death,
if the whole and exclusive ownership of it
ministrations — disappointment and sorrow
the Bitters in paperswill be done up in a
by
the
sum
of
thirteen
hundred
dollars,
and
John S. Thompson, of York, has been ap belongs to one man, is something of a treasure. praying for a license to sell and convey so different style. See that the envelope has on
and poverty have entered many a dwelling in
For Captain William Gorham, jr., master of
consequence of them ;—but these are mere pointed Keeper of Boon Island Light-Housp, the brig Susan Elizabeth, in coming home much of the real estate of said deceased it my name in full, “ entered according to the
act of Congress, in the year 1840, by S. O.
trifles,bubbles, gossamer webs, compared with vice Mark Dennett, resigned.
from Buenos Ayres, in 1839, went ashore as may be necessary for the payment of said Richardson, M. D., in the Clerk’s Office of
this fouler plague spot, this deadlier curse—
near Bath, Maine, to the great damage of the debts and incidental charges :
(t/^The publication of the “ Eastern Ar underwriters in this city. The captain on
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no the District Court of Massachusetts and on
the prospective policy—which characterized
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and the other side, “ Established in 1808, at South
gus
Revived
”
has
been
discontinued,
for
the
that
occasion
acted
of
course,
as
agent
for
Reading, County of Middlesex, Massachu
them & out of which have sprung up evil pas
whoever it might concern, sold the vessel to all persons interested in said estate, by setts.” The border around the inside direc
sions and corrupt practices alike injurious to present.
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
in
and cargo, put the money in his pocket, and
tions, (which are printed on white tissue pa
our social and political interests. If this course
Military,—At an election held at Alfred, has not to this day proceeded any farther in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne per) is so curiously engraved that the words
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
should be persisted in, and no measures tak last week, Capt. Nahum McKusic, of Limer its agency.— [Journal ofCom.
“ Dr. S. O. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bit
The Picayune of the |12tfi says that the ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court ters” present themselves in a thousand differ
en to stay the current of evil which its direct ick, was elected Major of the first Battalion
gentleman in charge of the ship Charles, now to be, holden at Alfred in said county, on ent forms. As a copy right has been grant
tendency is. to feed and swell, coming gener of Artillery, in place of George A. Warren, carried into New Orleans, has discovered a the first Monday in September next, at ten of
ed me,
ations will have occasion to look back to the chosen Major General.
passage some eight or ten feet long, sufficient the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if ALL INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE SEVERELY DEALT
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
peti

to admit a man’s body through the staves
administration of Jackson as the period when
with according to law. The bottles are near
The Washington Madisonian in the with which she was freighted, and this led tion should not be granted.
this gangrene, which proved destructive to
ly ready to be issued, in the same style.
Attest,
J
ohn
S
keele
,
Register.
a vacant space in which six or eight men
All Bitters prepared by me have a fac-simA true copy—Attest,
National liberty, was fastened upon the vitals course of some remarks upon Mr. Ewing’s to
plan of a Fiscal Bank of the U. S. observes might fie concealed. Were men acting in
ile of my signature on the outer envelope,
John Skeele, Register.
of our internal policy, and for it will his
concert
with
the
crew,
stowed
away
here,
TO COUNTERFEIT WHICH IS FORGERY.
that,
June 26.
who at an appointed time came out and as
memory be execrated long after all his other
AS YOU VALUE HEALTH, BE CARE
“ We not only have no doubt of his hav sisted in the work of piracy and murder
deeds, whether of good or evil, are forgotten.
FUL !
Commissioners^ JVotiee.
ing the approbation of a majority of the which, it is believed, has taken place ?
A liberal discount will be allowed on the
The evil is upon us, and the best method heads of Departments, as remarked by a
One of the crew of the Charles was a de-5
E having been appointed by the Judge sale.
of ridding ourselves of it is_yet to be devised. city cotemporary, but we can confidently serter from the cutter Woodbury. The cap
of Probate, for the county of York,
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the
to receive and examine the claims ofsevthe doctor’s OFFICE, 15 HANOVER STREET,
Among the most piominent of the charges state that it has in its general features, re tain of the Cutter says :
“
The
very
moment
my
crew
heard
that
eral
creditors
of
against the late administration was this, that ceived the approbation of the President,
BOSTON,
Swan was in the Charles, they exclaimed —
JOTHAM STORER,
the officers of the government were active which is the most important, since his con ‘Charley was at the bottom of the whole af whose estate is represented insolvent, give and in most Towns throughout the Newpartizans, bringing the power and patronage currence is absolutely necessary to its pas fair!’ He was ever laying deep plans of vil notice that six months from the seventh day England States.
(fy2’Price, 75 cents per bottle—50 cents
lainy, telling his shipmates how easy vessels of June current, are allowed to said creditors
of office into conflict with the freedom of sage.”
per paper.
might
be
taken
at
sea
and
the
robbers
avoid
to
bring
in
and
prove
their
claims
;
and
we
elections—they were on State, County and
For sale by D. Remich, A. Warren, S. Jor
Among the petitions presented by Mr. Ad detection. He even told some of my men will attend to that service at the store of
Town Committees,—they were the leaders ams, on Saturday, was one from two persons that with ten men he could take the Wood George A. Frost in said Sanford, on the dan—in Kennebunk-port, by Oliver Bourn.
May 1, 1841.
eop6m.
at Conventions—they were riding about o- in Baltimore, praying the expulsion of John bury by surprise from her officers, and 1 am first Tuesday in August next, and the first
Q.
Adams
from
the
House
of
Representatives.
inclined
to
think
he
made
the
proposition
to
Tuesday
in
December
next,
from
ten
to
four
penly and avowedly engaged in the work of
FISH-------------MARKET!
The question of reception in regard to this some of my crew. He has been a good deal o’clock each day.
making proselytes, and they were at the polls last petition was laid on the table.—JVewbu- in South American privateers.”
000-------------AMOSF. HOWARD,? o
AMUEL KIMBALL would respectfully
CALEB S. EMERY, $ Lommisrs.
the most active vote distributors and laborers, ryport Herald.
inform the inhabitants of this village.,
Sanford, June 17, 1841.
—as office-holders contributions were levied
Capt. William Gorham, Jr., of the Charles,
that he has established a
Keokuk not Killed.—The Iowa Hawk and the mate and crew of that vessel, have
upon them, according to their receipts, for
FISK IWAIlKETy
eye, says that Keokuk is not killed, but still
building up the fortunes of the party. This living. He has lately given himself up to been apprehended by the U. S. Marshal at npHE subscribers having been appointed by in the building adjoining the Grist-Mill; where
Charleston, and will undego examination.
was one of the most serious charges against intemperate habits, which is probably the
Ja- the Judge of Probate, for the county he will keep FRESH FISH, cleaned, ready
Later accounts state that Capt. G. and of York, Commissioners to receive, examine, for use, Corned, Pickled & Dry Fish.
the late administration, and one of the great reason why many of his band have forsaken
(tjT’Fish sent to Houses in the Village,
crew had been examined before the legal au adjust and allow the claims of the creditors
causes of the change produced by the People. him, and joined his rival, Hardfish.
when requested.—Every effort will be made
against the estate of
thorities
of
Charleston,
acquitted
and
set
at
A reform in this particular was demanded, in
to accommodate the Public.
Willis Gaylord Clark, Esq. editor of
RICHARD SHAPLEIGH,
Kennebunk, June 3, 1841.
thunder-tones, by American freeman from the Philadelphia Gazette, died in that city on large again.
late of Berwick, in said county, deceased, rep
one extremity of the Union to another, through Friday last, of a pulmonic affection which
resented
insolvent,
and
six
months
from
the
(V/3 The opposition State Convention
the ballot-boxes. This reform they expect has long afflicted him. His age was 32. The “ came off ” at Augusta on Wednesday last. third day of May, A. D. 1841, being allowed
N. Y. Tattler says Mr. Clark was a man of
the creditors to present and prove their
OR sale, by the subscriber, ENGLISH
and will insist upon. Those who have been singular amiability, and widely beloved. As Ex-Governor Fairfield was nominated as a for
claims, hereby give notice that they will at
LINSEED OIL, first quality, at Bos
active partizans and have prostituted their a writer, his style was ever finished and play candidate for Governor.
tend to the duties of their appointment, at the
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM. LORD.
official stations to the base purposes of ful, and as a poet he was the author of some
office over the store of Parks & Harris, in Ber
Kennebunk, May 27,1841.
of
the
purest
gems
of
American
verse.
wick aforesaid, on the first Mondays of July,
party, when their terms expire are not re-*
WHIG CONVENTION.
"moww samET”
August, September and October next, from 10
YORK COUNTY.
instated, or are removed, and the vacancies
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railo’clock A. M. to 5 o’clock P. M. on each of E A SACKS BLOWN SALT—for sale
HE Whigs ot the County of York, and said days.
thus happening or created are filled with Road.—At the annual meeting of the stock
©43 by
J CURTIS & Co.
other friends of the National and State
those who are advocates of those principles holders of the Portland, Saco and Portsmouth
JOB HARRIS,
? CommisKennebunk, June 18,1841,
Administrations, who are desirous to aid in
Railroad,
held
at
Saco
on
Monday,
June
7th,
JOSEPH
STACKPOLE,
$
sioners.
which have been sanctioned by the great
June 5,1841.
1841, the following gentlemen were elected sustaining the great work of economy and re
BOOifBAPERT!
body of the People. What less could be Directors:
form, now most auspiciously commenced, are
—
-------- ooo-------invited to meet in Convention, at the Court
done to meet the wishes of the majority, or
NOTICE.
David A. Neal of Salem,
CASE more of low priced ROOM PA
House
in
A
lfred
,
on
MONDAY,
the
5th
to mitigate and remedy the evils complained
Stephen A. Chase “
PERS, just received and this day open
day of July next, at ten o’clock A. M., for the HHHIS is to give notice that I have given to
of?
Benjamin T. Reed, of Boston,
ed—embracing a great variety of patterns.—
my daughter, Maria Hamilton, her
purpose of nominating candidates for County
Daniel C. Bacon
“
D. REMICH.
The propriety and justice of this course is
Officers, and also to nominate three persons time, and allow her to trade for herself—and For sale by
Ichabod Goodwin of Portsmouth,
Kennebunk, June 8, 1841.
as candidates for Senators from York District that I will not claim any of her earnings, nor
apparent. It is satisfactory to the mass of,
Josiah Calef of Saco,
pay any debts of her contracting after this
at the ensuing election.
the People. The opposition, however, catch
Parker McCobb of Portland.
date.
STEPHEN HAMILTON.
OTCRE’S .GHATO REBy order of the County Committee.
ing at straws and regardless of consistency,
At a subsequent meeting of the Directors,
Witnesses S
Hatch.
June 10, 1841.
STORATOTE.
onesies, J Samuel Hatch, 3d.
are raising a false alarm for effect, and en IDavid A. Neal was chosen President', Benj.
-------------- 000-------------?T.
Reed,
Treasurer
;
Josiah
Calef,
Clerk.
—
Wells,
June
21,
1841.
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands
deavoring to make political capital out of a
K. T. S.
,Salem Register.
unrivalled for the following complaints,
I The Executive Committee of the “ KEN
step which the new administration is virtual
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv
NEBUNK TEMPERANCE SOCIETY ”
ly bound, by the vote of the people them
Ordained, as Evangelists, at Emery’s are requested to meet at the Counting-Room
HE Executive Committee of the Maine er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
selves, to take.
Mills, Shapleigh, June 9th, 1841, Messrs. of the Secretary this afternoon, (Saturday,
Temperance Union for the Western tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures
District hereby give notice that a
The whigs have not complained that George Heard and Eldridge Cox. The in June 26, J841,) at 2 o’clock.
troductory
prayer
was
offered
by
Mr.
Coburn
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
TEMPERANCE
CONVENTION
D.
REMICH,
Secretary.
public officers expressed their views o- of Effingham ; Sermon by Mr. Barron of
of the three counties comprising the Western and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
June 26, 1841.
penly and explicitly of public men and Wells, from Col. 1st, 28 ; Consecrating prayer
District, viz. Cumberland, York and Ox shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c.
measures, or that they exercised their by Mr. J. E. Strong of Lebanon ; Charge by
ford, will be held, in this city, on Wednes Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
TEMPERANCE ADDRESS.
------ ------------------ - day and Thursday, June 30 and
July in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
right of elective franchise. They have never Mr. G. Cook of Mount Hope, Sanford ; the
have been known to cure this afflicting dis
An ADDRESS on the subject of Temper next.
advocated the slavish doctrine that, in becom right hand of fellowship by Mr. Barron ; clos
ing prayer by Mr. Delano ; Hymn and bene ance is expected, on Sunday evening next,
ease after having baffled every exertion for
As
the
object
of
holding
this
Convention
ing an officer under the State or National Gov diction by the candidates. The Council was at the Meeting-House of the first parish, from is to awaken a more general interest in the four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
ernment, a man should disfranchise himself called by the 2d Baptist Church in Shapleigh, Rev. Dr. Nichols of Portland. The Bell cause of Temperance, it is earnestly desired in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
or become a perfect automaton. As an with which Mr. Heard is now laboring. Mr. will give notice of the hour.
that every town in the District should be rep ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
Kennebunk, June 26, 1841.
resented by a delegation of at least two per it may be administered to the infant with
officer, he is a man and a citizen still,—sur Cox is preaching to the 2d Baptist Church in
Parsonsfield and to the Baptist Church in Mil
safety.
sons.
renders no right or privilege, except that of , ton. The services were perfomed in the
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
HYMENEAL.
Qj^xMr, Hawkins, the Reformed Drunkard,
active interference in elections. He is the ' Methodist Chapel, which was kindly opened
_________
DANIEL REMICH.
of
Baltimore,
will
be
present,
and
also
other
—in Kennebunk-port, 14th inst.
servant of the People and not of a Party. As J'or that purposer~Ziojffgj^!ZQ££^^--B^^ Mr.MARRIED
distinguished
gentlemen
from
abroad,
to
add
Seth Scainman of Saco, to Miss Lavinia Per
POBTO RICO ITIOBASSES,
to the interest of the occasion.
such it is not proper for him to exert any in
kins of K.
Incredible.—The Louisville Advertiser
F superior quality—just received by
Per
Order,
In
South
Berwick,
15th
ult.
Mr.
Edward
C.
fluence or power which his situation gives states that corn has been sold at auction in
J. CURTIS & Co.
T. O. LINCOLN, Ch, of Ex. Com.
Wilson, of Springfield, Mass, to Miss Emeline T.
him to promote party ends, or to expend the Missouri as low as three cents a bushel.
Kennebunk, June 19,1841.
Griggs of S. B.
Portland, June 10,1841.
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BRANDRETH’S

P O E T R Y?

T RUSS

-------- ooo--------

PILLS, i
COUGHS, COLDS,
'and all diseases ot'lhe Lungs.

THE

RESURRECTION.
OR
*

Uni
VEGETABLE and Universal
Medicine
PERSIAN PILLS.
-------- ooo-------fFrom tho Savannah Republican.]
expericnci of thousands to
proved by the experience
------------- UOO-------------" .......---------------------------------------THE USE OF FLOWERS.
Ilie.
be,when
whennronarlv
properly nprsRVprp.d
persevered with, a certain HE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL j
order that this
valuable medicine
SAM is believed to be deservedly the most
#
----- ......u
HE subscriber continues to manufacture Trusses of cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
God might have made the earth bring forth
popular Medicine ever known in America, for should not be counterfeited, we have a plate
every description, at bis residence, at the old stand
Enough for great and small,
all
having
the
same
origin,
and
invariably
arise
opposite 264, No. 305, Washington St., Boston, (en
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, representing a Persian scene, that is struck on
The oak tree and the cedar tree,
trance in Temple Avenue—up stairs.) All individu from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of each bill, one of which accompanies each box.
Without a flower at all.
als can see him alone, al any time at the above place. namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula every kind.
Ij We deem it unnecessary
......
to publish a long list
Having had twenty years’ experience, he has afford tion of the BLOOD.
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been ! of Ceriificates,'a7they* wilTneilTmTadiHo Z
He might have made enough, enough
ed relief to three thousand persons, for the last five
In a period of little more than three years in very extensively used for about twelve years; '• • • < <
.... comUI
years. All may rest assured of relief who call and try the United States, they have restored to a state of
For every want of ours,
’ diminish the virtues
of this admirable
Trusses of his manufacture. He is now confident he health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED and its reputation has been constantly increasing.’ •I pound.¿Q
For luxury, medicine and toil,
can give every individual relief who may call on him. THOUSAND persons, who were given over as So universally popular has this article become i
And yet have made no flowers.
Superior to the Ilygean, Brandreth’s, Ev
that it may now be considered as a standard arti- |j
[ET’The public are cautioned against the many
incurable by physicians of the first rank and cle in a large part of the United States and Brit- , ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sanaquacks
who promise what they cannot perform.
The ore within tho mountain mine
Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or standing, and in many cases when every other ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly ■, live, or any other Pills or Compound before
Required) none to grow,
less, that have been offered to the public for the last remedy had been resorted to in vain.
by them, considering it the most safe as well as j the public, as certified to by Physicians an<]
Nor does it need the lotus flowers
twenty years, from different patent manufactories/ and
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it certain remedy for the above complaints. The ij others.—Let none condemn them until they
To make the rivers flow.
now continues to wear those of his own manufacture, bo chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture, pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu Proprietors have received, and are receiving have tried them, and then we are certain
The clouds might give abundant rain,
what sort of Truss is best to adapt to all the cases that tional or from some immediate cause, whether numerous recommendations from many of our they will not.
The nightly dews might fall,
occur ; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will it be from internal or external injury, it will be best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac
It is now a settled point with all who have
And the herb that keepeth life in man,
furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere.
tice. The names of a few individuals who have
Might yet have drunk them all.
Any person who purchases a Truss at this establish cured by persevering in the use of these Fills. given their testimony in favor of this article are used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
This great principle of 11 PURGING” in here subjoined, and for a more full account see they are pre-eminently the best and most ef
ment. ¡fit does not suit, can exchange until they are well
sickness is beginning to bo appreciated. It is the envelone to the bottle.
ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that hasyet
Then wherefore, wherefore, were they made suited, without additional charge.
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different found much more convenient to take an occa
/Ml dyed with rainbow light;
been used in America. If every family could
Doct.
Amory
Hunting,
Doct.
Samuel
Morrill,
kinds of'¡’russes, among which are all the different sional doso of half a dozen Pills, and be always
All fashioned with supremest grace,
“ Truman Abell,
“ Timothy Baylies, become acquainted with their Sovereign pow
kinds similar to those that the late Mr. John Bead), of well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
Up-springing day and night ?
er over disease, they would keep them and
11 Thomas Brown,
this city, formerly made, and all others advertised in blistered, and salivated—with tho certainty that
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss, if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
“ William Perry,
K Albert Guild.
Springing in vallies green and low,
with spring pads ; Trusses without steel springs—
on the first appearance of disease, and then
And on the mountains high,
AN INTERESTING CASE.
these give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large months of miserable weakness, and the only one
And in the silent wilderness,
Look at the Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, how much distress would be avoided and
portion produce a perfect cure—they can be worn day who is benefitted is your Doctor.
money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
Where no one passes by ?
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss ; umbili difference between the appearance of those two
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A who are hurried out of lime by neglecting
cal spring Trusses, made in four different ways ;Trus- persons—one has been treated by your regular
Our outward life requires them not,
ses with ball and socket joints; Trusses for Prolap practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable disease in its first stages, or by not being in
Then wherefore had they birth ?
sus Ani, by wearing which persons troubled with is, see how the shadow of death throws his Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of possession of a remedy which they can place
To minister delight to man I
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, 1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a dependence upon.
perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes see how he tremble« in every limb ; his eyes long time with the consumption. His physician
To beautify the earth 1
{£/==’AII who wish to guard against sickness
Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered
had given him up. He was reduced so low as to
in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, be unable to help himself, and was raising a should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely’
To comfort man—to whisper hope
perhaps,
irrevocably
gone
—
yet,
just
hear
how
Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always
when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
Whene’er his face is dim,
He large quantity of blood, when he commenced
kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
For whoso careth for the flowers,
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure from youth to old age, when taken according
says,
lt
most
inveterate
case
of
Liver
com

speculation,
the
undersigned
will
keep
on
hand
the
fol

Will care much more for him '.
lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. to the directions.
(t/^Call for the bill that accompanies each
have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial, they dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e. Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he
can exchange for any of them :—Dr. Hull’s; Read’s Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, has promised me a more detailed account of his box in all cases.«¿jQ
PROBATE NOTICES.
spiral Truss ; Finndell’s do. ; Salmon’s ball and socket ; better say.—So to save life you must half poison case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
. Th.e Eesursectionor Per
Al a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within Sherman’s patent ; French do. ; Marsh’s improved with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great
; Baleman’s do., double and single ; Slone’s
andfor the County of York, on the frat Mon ■ Truss
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
Trusses ;—also,Trusses for children, of all sizes.
est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state
day of January, in the year of our Lord Any kind of Trusses repaired al short notice, and erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized of strength, health and happiness.
The
called curing. Shocking folly !
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the made as good as when new.
with a violent cough which continued two or name of these pills originated from the cir
T
T
Ladies
wishing
for
any
of
these
instruments,
will
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the three months. My cough was so severe that 1
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
be waited upon by Mis. Foster, al the above place. man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours cumstance of tlie medicine being found only
Court:
(
This vegetable
Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above business for Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of during the night, and 1 was much reduced in in the cemetries of Persia.
DMUND HAYES, Jr., named Executor ten years.
production being of a peculiar kind, led to
in a certain instrument purporting to be The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled conscious strength, his countenance is clear flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One experiments as to its medical qualities and
shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable
the last will and testament of Edmund Hayes,
the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
Balsam, which he would not sell virtues. In half a century it became an es
late of Limerick, in said county, Esquire, every week for children and infants, in this city, and been confined a few days to his bed, but he us Pulmonary
He however loaned it to me till I could procure tablished medicine for the diseases of that
from out of the city. »Specimens of his workmanship
deceased, having presented the same for pro may be seen at the manufactory.
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Piles, and him another. I experienced immediate relief country. The extract of this singular pro
bate :
He likewise informs individuals he will not make soon rose without any injury being sustained from it. The first opportunity I had I procured duction was introduced into some parts of
ORDERED — That the said Executor their complaints known to any one, except when he is by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres Europe in the year 1783, and used by many
give notice to all persons interested, by caus permitted to refer to them —it being a misfortune, and a weak state he will be stronger, after he has ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
celebrated physicians in curing certain dis
not want their cases known.
entirely recovered the attack : because his
ing a copy of this order to be published, three young persons do
Dec. 17, 1838.
eases, where all other medicines had been usJAMES FREDERICK FOSTER.
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga Boston, March, 1841.
ed in vain. Early in the year 1792, the
ing purged away tho old and impure fluids, the>
COUNTERFEITS.
beware of imposition 1
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne>
Each
genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue extract was combined with a certain vegeta
may appear at a Probate Court to be held
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
down by useless particles, but has renewed hisj wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in
at Limerick, in said county, on the first
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
life and body both.
Ref.d. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU- the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
Having
had
occasion
to
observe,
that
some
persons
Monday of July next, at ten of the clock
The principle of purging with Brandreth’si 1NE.
admirable effect of this compound upon the
afflicted
with
Hernia
have
suffered
much
from
the
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
O'The outside Yellow Label will have, on human system, led physicians and families
have, why the said instrument should not be to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to cayed particles from the body,—the morbid andI and after December 1839, in addition to that of into
its general use. Their long established
proved, approved and allowed as the last will inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to corrupt humors of the blood; those humors> Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut- character,
their universal and heating virtues,
supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr. which cause disease—they impede the func. ler, one of his partners.
and testament of the said deceased.
the detergent and cleansing qualities of their
Beath, After some months of observation of his work, tions of the liver when they settle upon thatt
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulnao- specifical action upon the glandular part of
I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
A true copy—Attest,
the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in organ, and which, when they settle upon the> nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to the system, are such as will sustain their rep
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon thei introduce spurious articles, which by partially utation and general use in the American Re
June 4.
cur. 1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs, pro assuming the name of the genuine, are calculamy professional brethren, and to the public, as a per duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos. ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among public.
At a Court of Probate held al Saco, within son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves. these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary
andfor the County of York, on the seventh important articles.
*
John C. Warren. sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the traini Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic SyrKFTO MOTHERS.XB
day of June, in the year of our Lord
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and| up,” i{ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com
Messrs. E. Chase
Co. :—Gents.—Hearing
1
hereby
certify
that
1
have,
for
several
years
past,
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon. been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her all who behold them.
pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur- much said about the extraordinary effects of the
Yes, purging these humors from the body isi chasers should enquire for the true article by its Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those abool
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and
NCREASE S. KIMBALL, named Ex consider it far preferable to any other which I have em the true cure for all these complaints, and eve. whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO to become Mothers, we wore induced to make a
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser NARY BALSAM,and see that it has the marks trial ol them. My wife was at that time the
James Thatcher, M. D.
ecutor in a certain instrument purport ployed.
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it; and signatures of the genuine.
mother of five children, and had suffered the
ing to be the last will and testament of Eben- Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
ezer Jones, late of Lebanon, in said county,
Boston, March 10, 1840.
Pulmonary Balsam.”
and more and more appreciated.
after her confinement of each. She had tried
deceased, having presented the same for pro I hereby certify, that I have known Mr. James F. known,
The cure by purging may more depend up
[EFOne more Counterfeit, besides the
bate :
Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em on the laws which produce sweetness or purity' “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others every means and taken much medicine, but
little or no relief.—She commenced taking
ORDERED —That the said Executor ployed him in the construction of Trusses and other than may be generally imagined. Whatever above alluded to .'—An attempt has been made to found
the Persian Pills about three months before her
for my patients, and have always found him
give notice to all persons interested, by caus apparatus
tends
to
stagnate
will
produce
sickness,
because
>
deceive
the
public
by
a
spurious
mixture
called
confinement, (her health being very poor about
ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion
ing a copy of this order to be published three for which 1 have employed him.
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity “Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam/’ sometimes this length of time previous) and soon after was
of
constant
exercise
is
seen.
signed
Samuel
Lee
and
sometimes
Sampson
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk
John Randall, M. D.
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
When constant exercise cannot be used! Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled mother to her family until her confinement. At
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
Individuals
can
have
the
Trusses
sent
to
them
by
any
i
man
in
Bangor,
Me.
The
name
is
written
in
FROM
ANY
CAUSE,
the
occasional
use
of
the time she commenced taking the Persian
may appear at a Probate Court to be held of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber,
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required., a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was aiat Limerick, in said county, on the first (James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
a
most
foul
attempt
to
deceive
the
public
and
Thus
the
conduits
of
the
B
lood
,
the
fountain
flicted
with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
Monday of July next, at ten of the clock
life, are kept free from those impurities, avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Savage’s liilious Deobstruent of
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, removed before using half a box. Il is with
which would prevent its steady current minis
they have, why the said instrument should not
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre. (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, great confidence that we advise all those about
be proved, approved and allowed as the last
a
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat- to become mothers, to make use of the Persian
will and testament of said deceased.
HESE Pills have been in use for a num ture which is thus assisted through the meansr ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun Pills. All those that have taken them in our
Attest, John Skeele, Register,
try merchants generally in New England, and in neighborhood have got along in the same easy
ber of years, and have produced the and outlets which she has provided for herself.
A true copy—Attest,
most happy effects in the following comDr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York the principal places throughout the United States manner, and are about house in a few days.
John Skeele, Register.
‘ ; and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
plaints, viz. in obstructions of the biliary are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
There does not appear to be half the danger of
June 8.
For sale by
other difficulties setting in after confinement
ducts, caused by a thickening of the bile, and Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
DANIEL REMICH.
where these Pills are taken.— We unitedly say,
At a Court of Probate, held at Saco, within a final hardening into gall stones, which caus
Baltimore, 80 South Chalies Street.
September 4, 1840.
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the
and for the County of York, on the sev es a dull pain in the right side at first and af
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are
enth day of June, in the year of our Lord terwards a cholic and inflammation from the
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
TRUFANTS COMPOUND. truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
eighteen hundred andforty-one, by the Honor irritating qualities of the bile, and obstruction
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
M. B. TRUFANT would say to the males can easily procure which bids to lessen the
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
able WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court: of circulation of blood in the liver and parts
public, that the increased demand for world of suffering, which many of them have to
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
ISAIAH GETCHELL, named executor in connected with it; they have a direct tenden
bear,
the above article, from abroad as well as
at and perhaps save the lives of thousands
cy
to
prevent
an
accumulation
of
bile,
and
to
St.
Louis,
Mis.
56
1-2
Market
street.
a certain instrument purporting to he the
home, warrants him to believe it to be as rec which otherwise would be lost.
New
Orleans,
3
Old
Levee.
remove
all
obstructions
from
the
digestive
or

last will and testament of Ephraim Getchell,
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
ommended, when faithfully applied, as the
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
late of Sanford, in said county, deceased, hav gans. In all stages of Dyspepsia these pills
nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par
following will show :
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
produce
the
greatest
benefit,
and
in
a
large
ing presented the same for probate :
S. ROBERTS,
THIS Medicine is the most safe and effec ticulars, see subscribeis. A.
HZF How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills.
O. ROBERTS.
ORDERED—That the said executor give proportion of cases will effect a cure. So purporting
to be Brandreth's Pills.
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far as any one medicine can be beneficial in
this complicated disease these pills have not
found a rival. In dropsical complaints they
may be relied on as a most effectual remedy.
In cases of obstruction from sudden attacks
of colds in young females in all recent cases
they will afford the best remedy that can be
applied. Impurities of the blood with a lan
guid circulation, pain in the head attended
with dizziness and sickness of the stomach,
costiveness or any disease caused by obstruc
tions in the circulation of blood or any of the
excretory organs may be effectually removed
by the use of these pills. In all violent at
tacks of cold attended with fever if taken in
the commencement they will prevent a course
of fever, and save the patient much pain and
NOTICE.
trouble. These pills are purely vegetable
HE subscriber having contracted with and may be taken with perfect safety under
the town of Wells for the support of all circumstances. They differ from other
the poor of said town, for one year commen

medicines
that operate on the bowels in not
cing in September last, and having made am leaving the bowels in a costive state. They
ple provision for their maintenance, forbids are recommended to families as one of the
all persons harboring or trusting them on his best family medicines in use. The following
account or on account of the town, as he will certificates have been kindly offered.
pay no bills for their support.
ENOCH GOODALE.
[From Dr. Jefferson Smith.]
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.
Having been made acquainted with the
composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
Pills and having used them on my own per
SCHOONER NMÆ.
■OOO-------------son and family as well as in my practice for
THE new packet schooner every disease where bilious and deobstruent
NILE, Daniel Ward, Master, medicines were indicated for upwards of two
having superior accommodations years I am enabled to say that they are as
for passengers, will sail from safe, mild and useful as any medicine I have
ever used, and can recommend them as like
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
ly to effect cures in common cases of sick
— AND FROM —
ness, where bilious habits and impurities of
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
the blood exist.
every week, during the present season, wind
JEFFERSON SMITH, M. D.
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas
Dover, Sept. 4,1840.
sage, apply to
D. & S, WARD.
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.
[From the Rev. Silas Green.]
I have used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
Pills for more than three years, and can rec
BERWICK ACADEMY.
ommend them to be the best medicine for re
HE Spring Term of the Female Depart moving obstructions from the digestive or
ment of the Academy in South-Ber gans I have ever used. SILAS GREEN.
wick, commenced on Monday, the Y7ih ofDover, March 20, 1840.
JWay.—Miss Sarah C. Stuart, of Andover,
is Principal.
For sale in Kennebunk, by ALEX. WAR
Tuition.... Five dollars a quarter.
REN.
South-Berwick, May 21, 1841.
February 26j 1841.
eptJl.
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al
fred, in said county, on the first Monday of
September next, at ten of the clock in the fore
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the said instrument should not be proved, ap
proved and allowed, as the last will and test
ament of the said deceased.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
John Skeele, Register.
June 8.

T
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Never purchase without being positively sure
that the person selling has an Engraved cer
tificate of Agency, and (¡//’observe it has been
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
holder are genuine.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
Principal New England Office,
19

Hanover St., 19—BOSTON,

KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
Acton, Evans & Hemming way.
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne.
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson,
Berwick, S. J. S. T. Cushing.
Buxton, H. McKenney.
“
J. C. Lewis.
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
Kennebunk-port, S. H. Gould.
Lebanon, James Brackett.
“
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
Limerick, John Sanborn.
Limington, Winburn Adams.
Limington, E. Henry Small.
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
Newfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
“
S. C. Adams.
Parsonsfield, F. & E. H. Nevvbegin.
“
William Stackpole.
“
John Morrill.
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
“
Howard & Kendall.
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
“
George Littlefield.
“
Joseph Wilson.
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
York, Edward Chase.
“
Alexander Dennett.
“
G. M. Freeman.
B. BRANDRETH, M. D
241 Broadway, N. Y.

tual remedy ever yet discovered. The sub
scriber has been Agent for the sale of the above medicine for a few months, and during
that time has seen persons affected with the
Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very
slight touch on the hand to the coverin» of
the whole body, completely cured by the above medicine; and would recommend it
with the utmost confidence, to all affected in
any degree with the above complaint. And
resort has been had to this in cases of obstin
ate humors of years standing with entire
success.
SAMUEL ADAMS.
Hallowell, Feb. 20, 1839.

Certificates can be procured by calling up
on the agents in the villages, who have a large
bill containing a treatise on most diseases,
their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui
tously.
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
to whom all orders must be addressed (post
paid) Rochester, N. Y.
For sale by the following Agents :
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
Wells, Seth Hatch.
vNorth-Berwick,
V OTtil-iJCTW'lCfc Sheldon Hobbs.

tAugust 6, 1840.

cyMOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES—
The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
nix Bitters having been tested by thousands
yearly, for several years, and having estab
lished beyond further cavil their infinite superiority over all other specifics for human
maladies, as the published testimony of hun“PAPER HAW1WS !
O CASES low priced ROOM PA- ■dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
comprising a great variety Df Moffat respectfully suggests to the considerapatterns—at prices varying from 12£ cts. to .tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever
S3 cts. per roll. This day received and for malady they may, whether it is better to con
tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures oi dis
sate by
D. REMICH.
ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in
/MAINE REGISTER,
his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
AN D NATIONAL CALENDAR, to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
He
FOR THE YEAR
thinks there can be but one answer to this
. question—and that answer an immediate ap
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
RECENTLY PUBLISHED —FOR SALE BY
DOTES to be obtained at his principal of
r
1
REMICH.
fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer
Kennebunk, May 8, 1841.
ous agencies.
~ DrrE."C~DREW
(C/53 These valuable Medicines are lor sal©
RESPECTFULLY TENDERS HIS PROFESSIONAL
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk,
SERVICES TO THE INHABITANTS OF
August 6,1840.

Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
For sale by
D. REMICH, Kennebunk.
A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
May, 1840.
jy.

KENNEBUNK-PORTj
AND VICINITY.

Rooms at A. Luques’—Office, in Currier's
Building.
May 15, 1841.

jvo~tTce~.

IVORY GOODWIN
NTENDS keeping a Stand, during the
present season, for the sale of

I

FRESH FISH.

-ALSOTHE full blooded Horse,
PICKLED & DRY FISH,
CHARLES MORGAN, CORNED,
where those wishing to purchase can be ac
bright chesnut color, black commodated.
P.1P EE !
mane and tail, well built, will
Kennebunk-Landing, May 20,1841.
-------------OOO------------ stand at the Stable formerly improved by
CASE low priced ruled Writing and Let-/ Isaac KitHAM. at K'ennehtrff^Lfmding, dur
& ter PAPER, for sale by
ing the present season.—For further particu
DANIEL REMICH.
lars enquire of
IVORY GOODWIN.
Card Cases ; Conversation Cards.
Kennebunk, Jan. 9,1841.
Kennebunk-Landing, May 20, 1841.
' Kennebunk; April 10, 1841.

May, 1839.

